
Curriculum Overview Plan for KS5 Maths Y12 Pure and Mechanics 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 

 
Topic 

Vectors in 2D 
Kinematics 1 
Algebra & Functions 1 
Algebra & Functions 2 

Differentiation 1 
Further Algebra 
 

Differentiation 2 
Integration 1 
Kinematics 2 

Exponentials & Logarithms 
Forces & Newton’s Laws 

Revision & Examinations 
Differentiation 3 
Inclined planes 

Functions & Modelling Differentiation 4 
 

Learning 
objectives 

 Understand and use 2Dvectors 

 Carry out arithmetic with vectors 

 Know the difference between position and 
displacement vectors 

 Solve geometric vector problems 

 Use vectors in context 
 

 Understand & interpret displacement-time and 
velocity-time graphs 

 Derive formulae for constant acceleration and 
use in problem solving (including gravity) 
 

 Use of discriminant relating to roots of 
quadratics 

 Sketching reciprocal, cubic & quartic curves 
including intersections 

 Transformation of graphs 
 

 Find derivative of polynomials 
including from first principles 

 Use the derivative function in solving 
problems relating to gradient, 
tangents and normal 
 

 Perform algebraic division to 
factorise polynomials 

 Know and use the Factor Theorem 

 Construct mathematical proofs using 
algebra 

 Use proof by exhaustion and disproof 
by counter-example 

 

 Identify increasing and decreasing 
functions 

 Find the second derivative of a function 

 Find stationary points and their nature 

 Solve optimisation problems 
 

 Understand integration as reverse of 
differentiation, integrate polynomials 

 Given gradient function and point on 
curve find original function 

 Evaluate definite integrals, find areas 
between curves and the x-axis and 
between curves and straight lines 
 

 Given displacement, velocity & 
acceleration may be functions of time 
use calculus to solve kinematics 
problems 

 

 Sketch graphs of exponential 
functions & transformations of 

 Differentiate 𝑒𝑘𝑥  and 
significance 

 Use and interpret exponential 
models 

 Understand link between 
exponentials and logarithms 

 Know and use laws of 
logarithms in problem solving 

 Use natural logarithms 

 Use logarithms to estimate 
constants in non-linear models 
 

 Draw and use force diagrams 
to solve problems 

 Understand and use Newton’s 
Laws including for connected 
particles 

 Chain, product and quotient 
rules for polynomials 
 

 Resolve forces into 
components 

 Use triangle law to find 
resultant force 

 Understand friction coefficient 
of friction 

 Solve problems involving 
smooth or rough inclined 
planes 

 
 
 
 

 Understand and use modulus 
function 

 Understand mappings including 
domain and range 

 Understand and use composite 
functions 

 Sketch, use and transform graphs 
of modulus functions 

 Apply combinations of 
transformations to a function 
 

 Differentiate sine and cosine 
functions 

 Differentiate exponentials and 
logarithms 

 Use the chain, product and 
quotient rules with these. 

Knowledge/ 
skills to be 
gained 
 

Students: 
- Calculate the magnitude and direction of a 

vector & convert between forms 
- Add vectors diagrammatically and perform the 

algebraic operations of vector addition and 
multiplication by scalars, and understand their 
geometrical interpretations 

- Understand and use position vectors; find 
distance between two points represented by 
position vectors 

- Solve problems in pure mathematics and in 
context, (including forces) 
 

- Modelling 
- Understand and use the language of kinematics 
- Graphs in kinematics for motion in a straight 

line, interpretation of gradient and area under 
the graph 

- Understand, use and derive the formulae for 
constant acceleration for motion in a straight 
line 

- Understand and use weight and motion under 
gravity 

- Use of 2D vectors in mechanics 
 

- Recap GCSE quadratics, emphasising completing 
the square and use of discriminant 

- Recap GCSE simultaneous equations, 
inequalities, transformation of graphs 

- Reciprocal, cubic & quartic graphs 

Students: 

- Understand and use the derivative of 

f(x) as the gradient of the tangent to 

the graph of y = f(x) at a general point 

(x, y); the gradient of the tangent as a 

limit; interpretation as a rate of 

change 

- Differentiation from first principles for 

small positive integer powers of x 

- Differentiate 𝑥𝑛, for rational values of 

n, and related constant multiples, 

sums and differences 

- Apply differentiation to find gradients, 

tangents and normals, maxima and 

minima and stationary points 

Identify where functions are 

increasing or decreasing 

- Manipulate polynomials algebraically, 
including expanding brackets and 
collecting like terms, factorisation 
and simple algebraic division; use of 
the factor theorem 

- Understand and use the structure of 
mathematical proof, proceeding from 
given assumptions through a series of 
logical steps to a conclusion; use 
methods of proof, including: proof by 
deduction, proof by exhaustion, 
disproof by counter-example 

Students 
- Sketching the gradient function for a 

given curve 
- Second derivatives 
- Model real-life situations with 

differentiation 
 

- Know and use the Fundamental 

Theorem of Calculus 

- Integrate 𝑥𝑛 (excluding n = −1), and 

related sums, differences and constant 

multiples 

- Evaluate definite integrals; use a 

definite integral to find the area under 

a curve 

 

- Use calculus in kinematics for motion in 

a straight line 

Students 

- Know and use the functions 
𝑎𝑥, e𝑥  & ln x and their graphs 

- Know that the gradient of e𝑘𝑥  

is equal to 𝑘e𝑘𝑥  

- Know and use the definition of 
log𝑎𝑥 as the inverse of 𝑎𝑥, 

- Understand and use the laws 
of logarithms 

- Solve equations of the form 
𝑎𝑥 = 𝑏 

- Use logarithmic graphs for 
relationships of the form 𝑦 =
𝑎𝑥𝑛 and 𝑦 = 𝑘𝑏𝑥 

- Understand and use 
exponential growth and decay; 
use in modelling 
 

- Understand the concept of a 
force; understand and use 
Newton’s first law. 

- Understand and use Newton’s 
second law for motion in a 
straight line 

- Understand and use Newton’s 
third law; equilibrium of forces 
on a particle and motion in a 
straight line; application to 
problems involving smooth 
pulleys and connected 
particles. 

Students 
- Differentiate polynomials using 

the product rule, the quotient 
rule and the chain rule 
 

- Understand and use Newton’s 

second law for motion in a 

straight line (restricted to 

forces in two perpendicular 

directions or simple cases of 

forces given as 2D vectors); 

extend to situations where 

forces need to be resolved. 

- Understand and use Newton’s 

third law; equilibrium of forces 

on a particle and motion in a 

straight line; application to 

problems involving smooth 

pulleys and connected 

particles; resolving forces in 2 

dimensions; equilibrium of a 

particle under coplanar forces.  

- Understand and use addition 

of forces; resultant forces; 

dynamics for motion of a 

particle in a plane. 

- An understanding of F ≤ R in a 

situation of equilibrium. 

Students 

- The modulus of a linear function 

- Understand and use composite 
functions; inverse functions and 
their graphs 

- Understand the effect of simple 
transformations on the graph of y 

= f(x) including sketching associated 

graphs and combinations of these 
transformations 

- Use of functions in modelling, 
including consideration of 
limitations and refinements of the 
models 
 

- Differentiation from first principles 
for sin x and cos x 

- Differentiate ekx, akx, sin kx, cos kx, 

tan kx and related sums, 

differences and constant multiples. 

Understand and use the derivative 

of ln x 

-  

 



Curriculum Overview Plan for KS5 Maths Y12 Pure and Mechanics 
Assessment 
 

One hour in class induction test covering 
higher grade GCSE topics. May be 
completed on either side. 
 
Teachers assess through revision sheets 
and/or mini assessments. 

One hour in class assessment of topics 
covered to date. 
 
Teachers also continue to assess through 
revision sheets and/or mini assessments. 

Teachers continue to assess through 
revision sheets and/or mini assessments. 

Teachers continue to assess 
through revision sheets and/or mini 
assessments. 

Formal end of Y12 / Y13 entrance 
examinations. 
 
Teachers also continue to assess 
through revision sheets and/or mini 
assessments. 

Teachers continue to assess 
through revision sheets and/or mini 
assessments. 

Links with 
prior/subsequent 
learning 

 
GCSE Mathematics 

 Vectors 

 Collecting like terms and factorising 

 Surds 

 Solving linear simultaneous 
equations 

 Solving quadratic equations 

 Rules of indices 

 Function notation and shapes of 
standard graphs (e.g. parabola, cubic, 
reciprocal) 

 
GCSE Mathematics 

 Collecting like terms and factorising 

 Surds 

 Algebraic proof 
 

 
GCSE Mathematics 

 Solving quadratic equations 

 Rules of indices 

 Function notation and shapes of 
standard graphs (e.g. parabola, cubic, 
reciprocal) 
 

KS5 Maths Y12 Autumn term 

 Differentiation 

 Kinematics 
 

 
GCSE Mathematics 

 Rules of indices 
 
KS5 Maths Y12 Autumn term 

 Differentiation 

 Curve sketching 

 Kinematics 

 Vectors 
 
 

 
KS5 Maths Y12 Autumn/Spring 

 All units (revision of) 
 
KS5 Maths Y12 Autumn term 

 Differentiation 

 Kinematics 

 Forces & Newton’s Laws 
 

 
GCSE Mathematics 

 Functions 

 Transformation of graphs 
 
KS5 Maths Y12 Autumn term 

 Curve sketching 
 
KS5 Maths Y13 

 Trigonometry 
 
 
 

Literacy/numeracy 
skills 
 

Vector, scalar, magnitude, direction, 
component, parallel, perpendicular, 
modulus, dimension, ratio, collinear, 
scalar product, position vectors. 
 
Distance (m), displacement (m), speed 
(m s–1), velocity (m s–1), acceleration (m s–

2), retardation (m s–2), deceleration (m s–

2), scalar, vector, 2D, linear, area, 
trapezium, gradient, equations of motion, 
gravity, constant, 9.8 m s–2, vertical. 
 
Expression, function, constant, variable, 
term, unknown, coefficient, index, linear, 
identity, simultaneous, elimination, 
substitution, factorise, completing the 
square, intersection, change the subject, 
cross-multiply, power, exponent, base, 
rational, irrational, reciprocal, root, 
standard form, surd, rationalise, exact, 
manipulate, sketch, plot, quadratic, 
maximum, minimum, turning point, 
discriminant, real roots, repeated roots, 
intercepts. 
 
Factorise, intersection, root, manipulate, 
sketch, plot, quadratic, maximum, 
minimum, turning point, transformation, 
translation, polynomial, discriminant, real 
roots, repeated roots, factor theorem, 
quotient, intercepts, inequality, 
asymptote. 
 

Differentiation, derivative, first principles, 
rate of change, rational, constant, 
calculus, function. 
 
Proof, assumptions, deduction, 
exhaustion, disproof, counter-example, 
polynomials, factorisation, quadratic, 
cubic, quartic, conjecture, prediction, 
rational number, implies, necessary, 
sufficient, converse, fully factorise, factor, 
expand, therefore, conclusion. 

Differentiation, derivative, first principles, 
rate of change, rational, constant, tangent, 
normal, increasing, decreasing, stationary 
point, maximum, minimum, integer, 
calculus, function, parallel, perpendicular. 
 
Calculus, differentiate, integrate, reverse, 
indefinite, definite, constant, evaluate, 
intersection. 
 
Distance, displacement, velocity, speed, 
constant acceleration, variable acceleration, 
retardation, deceleration, gradient, area, 
differentiate, integrate, rate of change, 
straight-line motion, with respect to time, 
constant of integration, initial conditions. 
 
 

Exponential, exponent, power, 
logarithm, base, initial, rate of 
change, compound interest 
 
 

Force, resultant, component, 
resolving, plane, parallel, 
perpendicular, weight, tension, 
thrust, friction, air resistance, 
reaction, driving force, braking 
force, force diagram, equilibrium, 
inextensible, light, negligible, 
particle, rough, smooth, incline, 
uniform, friction, coefficient of 
friction, concurrent, coplanar. 

Function, mapping, domain, range, 

modulus, transformation, 

composite, inverse, one to one, 

many to one, mappings, f(x), fg(x), 

f–1x, reflect, translate, stretch. 

 

 


